Should Entry-to-Practice Doctor of Pharmacy (PharmD) Curricula Have at Least One Mandatory Experiential Internship Focusing on Cultural Awareness Training?

THE “PRO” SIDE

Cross-cultural training is essential for development of the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary for pharmacists to provide competent care within culturally diverse interactions. Culture, broadly defined as the values and beliefs held by a specific group of people, is influenced by factors such as ethnicity, language, gender, socioeconomic status, and sexual orientation. In situations of diversity, it is known that health care provider factors (bias, stereotyping, uncertainty) may result in health disparities and suboptimal patient outcomes. Exercises in cultural awareness, cultural sensitivity, and cross-cultural communication may promote providers’ awareness of their own cultural biases and lead to more effective patient care.

Education and practice standards require that pharmacists provide care in culturally diverse environments. The educational outcomes of the Association of Faculties of Pharmacy of Canada (AFPC) explicitly state that pharmacy graduates should be able to “integrate patient preferences related to culture, beliefs and practices” and “demonstrate sensitivity, respect and empathy in intercultural and inter-professional situations.” Additionally, the National Association of Pharmacy Regulatory Authorities (NAPRA) states in its professional competencies that new graduates should be able to assess the patient’s health and drug therapy needs, “considering the impact of factors such as culture, language, demographic and physical characteristics.” These standards support the need for curricula designed to promote cultural awareness for pharmacy students graduating from accredited Canadian universities.

A large amount of literature exists regarding cultural competency and the methods used to teach this topic and assess students. In the past, checklists and rubrics aimed at ensuring that students asked certain questions or provided specific recommendations were used to guide the determination of cultural competency levels. Current movements in teaching and assessment recommend against this approach, as student self-reflection and awareness are rarely achieved. Instead, facilitated and self-reflection, along with direct performance feedback, are purported to be higher-level strategies to enhance learning and associated behavioural change. Therefore, the learning environment and assessment context are important variables to consider when designing curricula.

The classroom setting is typically a suboptimal context in which to teach and evaluate competencies related to cultural sensitivity, awareness, and cross-cultural communication. This unsuitability is largely due to the highly individualized nature of culturally diverse interactions, unclear definitions of culture, and poor predictability of student responses to interactions deemed to be culturally diverse. In addition, a systematic review identified common assumptions about educational methods to teach and assess competent practice across cultural and social diversity. These assumptions criticized the current educational practices of cultural competency and should be considered when designing new teaching and assessment methods. The systematic review highlighted, among others, the assumptions that culture is a matter of ethnicity, that culture is always possessed by the “other”, that the problem of cultural incompetence lies in the practitioner’s discriminatory attitudes, and that cross-cultural care is primarily based on white practitioners working with patients from ethnic minority groups. Cases and examples developed by educators are likely to reflect these assumptions, as this is primarily how cultural competency has been traditionally approached. Alternatively, educators can introduce concepts of providing culturally diverse care in the classroom and then rely on experiential training to reinforce and further develop students’ attitudes and skills. A case-based, “one size fits all” approach is not realistic, as it is impossible to predict when students (or practitioners) will find themselves in situations of cultural conflict.

Experiential internships as an educational context for development of cultural awareness and cultural sensitivity overcome the limitations mentioned above. Cultural training must be tailored to the individual’s specific learning needs, as it is unknown when that person might encounter a cultural moment. Experiential internships provide this opportunity, as students and preceptors can discuss and implement intended learning plans. Previous studies evaluating experiential training as a learning context for cultural competency further support this argument. For these reasons, internships should be the primary setting for competency development and assessment.

A dedicated experiential internship, focused on cultural awareness training and mapped to the AFPC and NAPRA
competencies given above.\(^4\),\(^5\) is required to ensure that students achieve these educational outcomes. However, there should not necessarily be an assumption that specific internships (international, public health, rural, inner city, etc.) will provide cultural diversity. Instead, a sample of internship sites should be carefully selected and preceptors suitably trained to provide an environment conducive to student reflection and self-growth from culturally sensitive interactions. Then, students and preceptors can work together to develop individualized student objectives specific to cultural awareness, practice recognition of situations of cultural sensitivity, reflect on identified encounters, and assess students’ self-awareness and associated performance throughout the internship. The likely keys to success of this model include preceptor training on instruction and assessment of cultural awareness competencies; a focus on self-reflection, self-awareness, and self-assessment; and monitoring of students’ achievement of the intended learning outcomes. One might argue that any internship setting will provide adequate opportunities for students to recognize “cultural moments” and will promote self-reflection and awareness. However, without specification of clear objectives and intended learning outcomes, this approach risks overlooking cultural awareness.

Outcomes and competencies related to cultural awareness and competency are essential curricular components, yet they are difficult to teach and assess. As no particular interaction or setting can be guaranteed to provide a culturally diverse scenario for each student, experiential internships must be relied on as the most appropriate context for achievement of these competencies. To ensure that educational goals are met, a dedicated mandatory internship with objectives, instruction, and assessments mapped to culture-related outcomes is necessary. By this means, students and preceptors can work together to promote self-reflection and awareness for future success within interactions of cultural diversity.
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THE “CON” SIDE

A direct relationship exists between health practices and culture. Of the factors known to influence health beliefs and behaviours, culture is the most influential.\(^1\) Cultural values are unique to each person. This diversity is influenced by all or a combination of religious affiliation, language, physical size, gender, sexual orientation, age, disability (physical and mental), political orientation, socioeconomic status, occupational status, and geographic location.\(^2\) The mixing of these elements contributes to both inter- and intra-cultural differences. To meet the needs of a culturally diverse patient population and to function effectively in a culturally diverse workforce, pharmacists must be culturally competent.

While we acknowledge the necessity of cultural competency training, we disagree with multiple aspects of the mandate implied by the question for this Point Counterpoint exchange. We will explore some of the limitations of the proposition and provide alternative training solutions.

Awareness Is Not Enough

Cultural awareness is the “process of conducting self-examination of one’s own biases towards other cultures and the in-depth exploration of one’s cultural and professional background.”\(^2\) Cultural competence is the “process in which the healthcare professional continually strives to achieve the ability and availability to effectively work within the cultural context of a client (family, individual or community). It is a process of becoming culturally competent, not being culturally competent”
This model includes cultural awareness, cultural knowledge, cultural skill, cultural encounters, and cultural desire as the pillars of cultural competence. On the basis of this model, we believe that awareness is not enough and that competence should be the benchmark. Pharmacists must not only be aware of their potential biases, but must also gain cultural knowledge, adapt their attitudes and behaviours to practice with cultural sensitivity, engage in multiple cultural encounters, and possess the desire to develop this type of competency.

### Training Methods

Pharmacy schools throughout North America have incorporated cultural competency training into their curricula; however, this has been done in varying depth and breadth, and through different methods. Some pharmacy programs have implemented lecture series in the didactic portion of their curricula, while others have entered formal memoranda of understanding with international pharmacy schools for experiential internships. There is limited evidence as to which of these training methods is the most effective. Given the range in patient and provider diversity and comprehensive cultural competency models that we have described, it is unlikely that experiential internships alone will give learners the sustained exposure necessary to attain competency. This type of training typically provides brief exposure to a specific culture. Assessments of training methods have shown that improvements in cultural competency were associated with higher-intensity training for longer durations.

### Competency Assessment

Our literature search did not identify a consistently utilized assessment tool for cultural awareness or competency within pharmacy or the larger health care sector. There are multiple self-perception and attitude assessments, but no single standard for deeming that a pharmacy student or pharmacist is culturally aware or competent. The absence of assessment standards makes it difficult to evaluate whether learners are achieving training outcomes. This deficiency may also limit the ability to identify culturally competent preceptors.

### Impact of Training

The impact of cultural competency training was evaluated in a systematic review. The majority of studies included in the review evaluated cultural competency in physicians and nurses (both students and practising professionals), utilizing before-and-after evaluations, and were conducted in the United States. Multiple teaching methods and content were evaluated; of note, no two studies evaluated the same curricula. Results indicated that training improved health care professionals’ knowledge, attitudes, and skills and patients’ satisfaction, but there was inconclusive evidence to show an improvement in adherence to therapy, patient outcomes, and equity of services across racial and ethnic groups, and there was minimal data on the cost-effectiveness of training.

One of the 34 studies included pharmacy students who participated in a 5-week interdisciplinary course focusing on African American culture in 1995. The course content included lectures, cases, and cultural clinical experiences. Pre- and post-course self-assessments showed improvement in students’ knowledge and attitudes. The lack of standardized training and evaluation methods limits robust analysis of the impact of training methods. Additionally, the limited evidence indicative of positive patient outcomes and cost-effectiveness may deter commitment from stakeholders.

### Demand and Capacity

Recent increases in enrolment in Canadian pharmacy programs and the implementation of entry-level PharmD programs has increased the demand for experiential sites. The current experiential training model cannot keep up with this demand, as hospitals and community sites are increasingly hesitant to further invest in training. Therefore, it may be challenging to create or identify the additional placement sites, with qualified preceptors, that are needed for experiential internships focusing on cultural awareness. Capacity constraints are more profound in the international setting, as establishing and maintaining these internships takes time and is complex. Financial capacity constraints also exist. Studying away from home, regardless of location, is costly, and many students are reluctant to take on the additional debt.

### Alternatives

Despite the array of opinions, there seems to be some consensus that becoming culturally competent is a process, one that requires ongoing reinforcement and exposure. Therefore, pharmacy programs should incorporate cultural competency training throughout their curricula. The concept of and self-reflection about potential cultural biases against patients and classmates or colleagues should be implemented early in the course of study. Cultural factors should be incorporated into care planning in both simulation and experiential settings. Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCEs) should incorporate a cultural competency station and should utilize culturally diverse standardized patients. Technology today enables international collaboration with other pharmacy programs around the world for teleconferences, e-labs, and e-tutorials. Guest lecturers could be invited to facilitate integrated cases, discussions, or activities. We believe the population in Canada is diverse enough to allow for a range of cultural encounters throughout experiential internships. Perhaps the mandate should be that every experiential internship includes learning objectives that address cultural competency. There is also the option of partnering with employers or organizations that offer experiential internships to provide...
site-specific cultural competency training based on the demographic characteristics of the populations they serve.

**Conclusion**

Mandating that at least one experiential internship focusing on cultural awareness training be incorporated into entry-to-practice PharmD curricula is not the optimal solution to address the training needs of pharmacy students. There are multiple gaps in training and assessment methods and in supporting evidence for a positive impact on patient outcomes. Furthermore, the current experiential training model cannot keep up with increasing demand. We suggest setting competency (instead of awareness) as the desired training outcome, incorporating cultural competency training throughout all course work, and developing a valid rubric for assessment based on demonstrable behaviours. Viable alternatives to help address capacity limits have been provided.

We have an opportunity to create a unique cultural competency curriculum as entry-to-practice PharmD programs are implemented across Canada. Experiential internships are one key part of that curriculum, but not the only part. Cultural competency education is not an event, it is a process. Thus, training should not be delivered in boluses, but should be continuously infused throughout the entire educational experience.
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The Pro and Con articles for this issue’s “Point Counterpoint” column were developed from an elective specialty experiential training internship in Mampong, Ghana, as part of the Structured Experiential Training Program, College of Pharmacy and Nutrition, University of Saskatchewan.